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Research Question 

What are you curious about?  

What would you like to know about strategies that might hinder and/or help students to 

learn, in your course? 

Do you want to know if an activity, assignment, or teaching strategy “works?” 

Do you have a question about how to help your students learn a particular skill? 

I am always looking for creative ways of teaching to enhance students' learning. I 

am trying to find out new strategies and analogies that can enhance students' 

engagement and interaction, especially for my heavier science courses.  

Identify challenge/outcome related to learning  that is related to your question. 

Describe the learning in a way that suggests how you might measure it using either 

qualitative or quantitative methods. 

The main challenge to student engagement is the heavy course content. I use 

different methods to measure whether my teaching strategies to promote 

engagement are effective for students. For example, I use feedback surveys 



such as  Microsoft Office Forms or Google Forms to determine if the applied 

strategy is useful in helping students learn. 

Describe the instructional activity, assignment, or teaching strategy that will 

promote student learning on the outcome you identified. 

SoTL projects might investigate the impact of a modification to an existing strategy or 

assignment. Describe how the new approach differs from the old approach and why this 

modification might change student learning on this outcome. 

Some strategies that may be employed to enhance student interaction and 

motivation during long classes may be conducting short Kahoot quizzes 

interspersed within the content, facilitating group discussions, or assigning case 

studies to them to work on together and find solutions based on the content 

discussed to put the theory into practice. 



Describe the evidence that would persuade an external audience that the 

new or modified teaching strategy improves student learning on the 

targeted learning outcome. 

Describe the evidence you would need to collect to answer questions about the impact or 

value of this teaching strategy. How would you convince others that this approach is better 

than other approaches? What comparisons should you make? Examine students; skill 

before and after the assignment? Compare students who complete the learning activity to 

another group of students – what comparisons would be meaningful? 

The most impactful way to measure how new teaching strategies are working is 

to enhance engagement is to consult students directly, as the opinions of the 

implicated parties are the best evidence. This can be gathered officially through 

feedback surveys, which will provide quantifiable data as evidence. Another 

method to prove that the strategies are working is to calculate student 

performance pre- and post-implementation, to demonstrate this improvement 

numerically. 

 



How and where would you publish, present, or disseminate this work? 

Reflecting for Disseminating My SoTL Project 

 First, I will share the results within my own tri-campus professional network. Once it is 

approved there, I will then share it on other professional platforms such as learning 

conferences, webinars, and other professional networks with the approval of the 

Research Ethics Board. 

Publish in Academic Journal: Publish my research findings to peer-reviewed 

academic journals relevant to my field. Publishing in reputable journals enhances 

visibility and credibility within the academic community. 

Present it at Conferences: I will present at the Learning Connection Conference, 

which will allow me to reach a wider audience of scholars, researchers, and 

practitioners. After that, I can present it at other conferences. 

Posters and Oral Presentations: Create posters or deliver oral presentations at 

academic conferences, symposiums, or seminars. These formats offer opportunities for 

networking and discussing my research with peers. 

Social media: Share key findings, insights, and updates on my research through social 

media platforms like Twitter, LinkedIn, or other professional networks. I will be able to 

engage with other researchers and professionals in my field. 
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Ethical consideration for this research project 

Ethical considerations are indeed crucial in this type of research. They ensure that the rights, 

dignity, and well-being of all participants are protected throughout the research process. First, I 

http://uwf.edu/cutla/
http://uwf.edu/cutla/
http://uwf.edu/cutla/


will obtain approval from our Research Ethics Board for this project. I will ensure that it meets all 

the guidelines and criteria set forth by the REB. I will also ensure to strictly adhere to the 

guidelines outlined in the Tri-Council Policy Statement for this research and stay up to date with 

the current rules and regulations of the TCPS policy. 

 

Reflective Response 

 My research endeavor will pivot on the central aim of enhancing student engagement amidst 

the weight of rigorous course content. With this goal in mind, I will devise a comprehensive 

strategy encompassing diverse methodologies tailored to foster active participation and deeper 

learning. This plan entails the implementation of interactive tools such as Kahoot quizzes, the 

facilitation of collaborative group discussions, and the integration of real-world case studies to 

bridge theory with practice. To assess the efficacy of these initiatives, I will design a robust 

evaluation framework that incorporates student feedback surveys and objective performance 

metrics. Furthermore, I aspire to disseminate my findings within my professional network, 

envisioning a trajectory of impact that extends to wider academic spheres. Through this 

proactive approach, I aim to cultivate a vibrant educational environment conducive to student  

achievement. 

 


